Given any polynomial system with fixed monomial term structure, we give explicit formulae for the generic number of roots with specified coordinate vanishing restrictions. For the case of affine space minus an arbitrary union of coordinate hyperplanes, these formulae are also the tightest possible upper bounds on the number of isolated roots. We also characterize, in terms of sparse resultants, precisely when these upper bounds are attained. Finally, we reformulate and extend some of the prior combinatorial results of the author on which subsets of coefficients must be chosen generically for our formulae to be exact.
Introduction
We give a new toric variety context for convex geometric root counts for polynomial systems. Our results also improve prior extensions to affine space [6, 20, 26, 29, 35, 36, 41] of the seminal works [ 1, 25, 27, 28] on root counting in the algebraic torus. In addition to their combinatorial appeal, these methods have also been applied quite successfully to solving polynomial systems occuring in industrial problems [8, 10, 3, 52] .
Let us begin with some notation: Let Et,. . . , E, be nonempty finite subsets of (NU{O})".
For any e = (er,..., e, ) E ( N U { O})n let x" denote the monomial ~7' . -. x:
In this way we will let ,ft,. . . , f n be polynomials in the variables {XI,. . . ,x,} with (algebraically independent) indeterminate coefficients, such that the set of exponent vectors occuring in J; is precisely E;. The set Ei is called the support of Ji' and this representation specifies exactly which monomials can appear in $. All of our root counts will make maximal use of this monomial term information -not just the degrees of the A. A convenient short-hand will be the following: Let E := (El,. . . , E,) and F := (fl,..., f,,). Then E is the support of F and we call F an n x n indeterminute polynomial system. We also let %?E denote the vector (or sometimes the set)
consisting of all the indeterminate coefficients of all the J. If we specialize some of the coefficients (that is, give them values chosen from some field) then we say that F has support contuined in E.
Let K be an algebraically closed field of arbitrary characterisitic. For instance, K can be the complex numbers or the algebraic closure of a finite field. Also let IEl denote the sum of the cardinalities of the Ej. Our first definition focuses our attention on the generic number of roots a polynomial system has in a given region IV, when the monomial term structure is determined by E.
Proposition and Definition 1. Let F be an n x n indeterminate polynomiul system with support E,%?e the vector of coeflcients of F, and W a constructible subset of K". For any 59 E KIEl let JV"K(E; W;%?) denote the number of roots of Fl~~=c lying in W, counting multiplicities. 2 Then there exits a proper algebraic subset A c KIEI, depending on E and W, such that c ~'K(E; W; .) is a constant function on KI'l\A. We let NK(E; W) denote the value of this constunt function. We will also refer to -V"K(E; W) as the generic vulue of _4't,(E; W; .) or the generic number of roots of F in W.
Remark 1. Our root counting formulae also hold when E is not nice for W, provided one counts embedded [9, p. 901 zero-dimensional components as well.
A simple example of the above formula is given in Section 3.3 and its proof appears in Section 6.2. Main Theorem 1 is recursive in the sense that every term on the righthand side is a lower-dimensional or cornered [41] case of X,(.).
In particular, the following definiton and main result take care of the "first" term JVK(E~,,,,.); W). . Also, for any al,. . . , ak E R", define a U C to be the k-tuple of convex hulls (Conv({ai} U Cl ), . . . , Conv({ak} U ck)).
Atie Point Theorem II. Fix I &[n] and suppose E is an n-tuple of finite subsets of @u(O)>"
h'h w tc is nice for K"\Hyper(Z) and cornered. For each i E [n] let ai E Ei n Lin(1) or set ai := 0 if Ei n Lin(Z) is empty. Then XK(E;K"\Hyper(l)) = A(a u E) and this generic number is also the maximum number of isolated roots in K"\Hyper (I) , counting multiplicities. More generally, if E is instead nice for OJ and cornered, then NK(E; 0~) = CJ, 3J(-) 1 IJ'\Jl&Jf, where .H.tI is the mixed volume corresponding to the case W = K"\Hyper(J').
The above result is proved in Section 6.1 and complements the author's Affine Point Theorem I which first appeared in [41] .
Remark 2.
Note that proposition 1 directly implies that N,(E; W) is additive with respect to disjoint unions in W. So we can compute JVK(E~(,I,.J, W) for general W simply by summing various instances of the Affine Point Theorem II.
Remark 3.
Separating into cornered and noncornered cases also simplifies Khovanskii's earlier notion of attached, weakly attached, and strongly attached hyperplanes
VI.
The reader need not be alarmed at the prospect of computing an alternating sum of mixed volumes since a more efficient way to compute N,(E; 0-r) is given by the following corollary of Main Theorem I. This result, which generalizes a formula for Nc(E; C"\Hyper(l)) due to Huber and Sturmfels [20] , also seems to yield a more efficient way to compute Jlr,(E; W) for general W when n > 2.
Corollary 1. Following the notution of Main Theorem 1, fix I Qn] and suppose E is nice for K"\Hyper (I) . Then _Y'~(E;K"\Hyper(l))
= L%tYtc(E). Furthermore, zf J c[n], E is instead OJ-nice, and Q is a stable subdivision of E, then NK(E; 0~) =
Cc Vol(C) , where the sum is over all stuble cells C E s2 such that the inner normal of the lifted cell d has support Jc.
The quantity .YZJ(E) is a new convex geometric entity called the J-stable mixed volume. We refer the reader to [20] for its definition, and to [19, 20, 55, 56] for the definitions of subdivisions, lifted cells, and stable cells. The support of a vector is simply the set of indices corresponding to its nonzero coordinates. Corollary 1 is proved in Section 6.2.
Better still, we can determine precisely when our formulae count the number of roots exactly, even when some of the coefficients are fixed and only a few coefficients are generic.
Algebraic und combinatorial criteria for exactness
For any w E R", let Ey be the set of points y E Ei which minimize the standard inner product w . y. Similarly, for any polytope P c [w", let Pw denote the face of P with inner normal w. Also let E" := (E;Y,. . . , E,") and recall that a facet is a polytope face of codimension 1. A key innovation of Bemshtein's seminal work on root counting is the algebraic condition he gave for his formula to be the exact number of roots. In Section 6.3, we give the following generalization. Then for all of these w, Supp(D n E") contains a subset essential for E", and 
Main Theorem 2. Following the notation of Definitions
((0, -mi) n Lin(p(JC)C) ( i E J)
W(J,,)-counts E(Q).
The definition of essentiality, which is a combinatorial geometric condition, appears in Section 4.3. We thus obtain a recursive combinatorial condition for when the zero set of F in K"\Hyper(Z) consists of exactly .NK(E; K"\Hyper(Z)) points, counting multiplicities. Our final main theorem is proved in Section 6.3 as well. Here we deal mainly with genericity conditions for global root counting, so we will leave the classification of OG-counting (when 29 # [n]) for another paper.
Examples
In the following examples, any mixed volume computation will follow easily (even by hand) from the definition or basic properties of the mixed volume [42] . In particular, it is useful to recall the following formula for the n = 2 case: M(Pi, P2) = Area(Pi + PI) -Area -Area(P2).
Compurisions to the generalized B&out theorems
Although mixed volume bounds can be hard to compute for some extremely large polynomial systems, they do have the advantage that they are always at least as good as any Bezout-type bound. Also, current mixed volume software is already fast enough to have been useful in many industrial problems, e.g., [lo, 521. Here we will give an example of a family of polynomial systems whose mixed volume root counts are significantly better than any generalized Bezout bound.
However, let us first recall what is meant by a generalized Bezout bound. A good reference is [53] so we will only quickly outline the most general (zero-dimensional) version of Bezout's Theorem: Given a partition of {xi , . . . ,x,} into sets of cardinality {ni , . . , n;.}, the corresponding multihomoyeneous Btzout Theorem gives an explicit formula for .)vh.(E; L!J: x . . . x 5'2 ) as a polynomial expression involving the degrees of the Jf with respect to the chosen sets of variables. 3 Implicit in the grouping of variables chosen is an embedding K" q p;l! x x P'; and in this way we obtain an upper bound on .,~"K(E; K").
One can then try to group variables so that this method gives as tight an upper bound on I "K(E; K") as possible, but the following example shows that this bound can be very loose, no matter how one groups variables.
Example 1 (Spiky Newton polytopes). Consider the indeterminate polynomial system However, the usual Bezout Theorem tells us that ~'K(E; K") 5 d". Can this be significantly improved by going to a multi-homogeneous version? The answer is "yes, but not enough:" the best one can do is L 1K(E; K") 5 nd. This bound can be obtained by using two groups of variables: {xi } and {xl,. . .x,}. That this is the best one can do with any multihomogeneous version of Bezout's Theorem is most easily proved geometrically: It is easy to see that computing the optimal generalized Bezout bound is equivalent to finding a product of scaled standard simplices, with smallest volume, which contains P. (This reduction is described more explicitly, but in a different context, in [37] .)
More generally, one can use Main Theorem 3 to determine when a particular BCzout Theorem generically matches (or exceeds) a mixed volume root count: One simply lets E be the n-tuple of vertex sets of the corresponding products of simplices, and lets D be the n-tuple of vertex sets of the Newton polytopes in question. From there, one checks the corresponding counting criterion (cf. Definition 5).
Generic local intersection multiplicity
Setting W = 0 in Main Theorem 1 we immediately obtain a method for computing the generic intersection multiplicity, at the origin, of a general sparse system of n polynomials in n unknowns. An alternative general algorithm, potentially more efficient in higher dimensions, is the special case J = Q) of Corollary 1. For example, if F is a 2 x 2 polynomial system with cornered support E, we obtain from the Affine Point 
Our main theorems in two dimensions
Let n = 2 and consider the following bivariate polynomial system: (The last equality follows from the Affine Point Theorem Il.) The remaining unknown terms add up to 4 (by the Affine Point Theorem II again, or simply the fundamental theorem of algebra), so we finally obtain the tight upper bound ,1i(E; K2) = 38.
We can also give a precise algebraic condition for when this F has exucily thirtyeight affine roots, counting multiplicities. Applying Main Theorem 2 (and Fig. 1 ) to our example, we see that the only u' we need worry about in condition (a2) are (in counter-clockwise order) (-1,2), (-1, l),(-3,2),( 1. -2) and (3, -2 In other words, D K2-counts E, where D = ({(0,2),(0,4),(2,7)},{(2,0),(1,1),(9,5)}).
The dark points in Fig. 1 represent D.
Background and terminology
Aside from a few variations, we will follow the same notation as [8, 20, 36, 41, 52] .
In those papers one can also find some of the definitions below described at a more leisurely pace. We will also liberally quote, e.g., from [4, 18,3 1,42,43] , various simple facts from convex and algebraic geometry that we will use. However, for the convenience of the reader, we will review a few notions. Alternatively, when w E Z", we can simply substitute x ++ t"'x := (Pxt , . . . , POX, )
into ,f and define in,,(f) as the coefficient of the term of lowest degree in t.
More generally, for any k x n polynomial system F (with constant or indeterminate coefficients), we define the initiul term sl'stem in,,(F) to be (inM(fi ),. . . ,in,.(.fk)).
Also, if a k-tuple C := (Cl,.
, C,) satifies C, > Supp(,f;) for all i E [k], then we say that C contains the support qf' F and we define the rrlutivized initial term system in&F)
to be (&c,(J),.
. ., in,,._cd (,fx)). An especially important property of initial term systems is the following.
Proposition 8 (Rojas [36] ). Suppose F is an n x n indeterminate polynomiul system with support E = (El,. . , E,). In particular, we ussume that euch Ei is nonempty. Then ,fbr generic V'E and any w # 0, the polynomial system in,,..c(F) has no roots in (K')".
Note that for any polynomial system F with support contained in C, the set {in,,c(
1s m e. w en upp(J) = Ci for all i, we can construct a bijection between the set of initial term systems and the fact lattice of Conv(C C;), simply by picking a single inner normal IV for each face.
There is a rich interplay between the combinatorial geometric structure of Newt(J') and the topology of the zero set of f and we will see again (in Section 5 and beyond) that initial term polynomials are extremely valuable in this respect.
Algebruic geometry
As usual, we will let Z(F) denote the zero scheme of F in K". We will make some use of algebraic cycles (e.g., finite formal Z-linear combinations of closed subvarieties of some toric variety), rational equivalence, and intersection theory, so let us also recall the following facts and definitions [ 1 l-l 3, 18,431:
is the union of all closed subvarieties V such that the coefficient of V within d is nonzero. Also, a divisor is said to be efictive iff all its coefficients are nonnegative.
2. There is a natural intersection product "n" on the group of all cycles on a variety x giving this group a (commutative) ring structure called the chow ring of x, chow(X). This product is also compatible with rutional equivalence [ 12, pp. 10, 15-171.
3. A O-cycle on X is a cycle of the form 9 = c n;{[} where each [ is a point and n; E Z. When 3 is complete, the homomorphism from the group of O-cycles on d to Z defined by C nc{<} H C n; is invariant under rational equivalence and is called the degree mup, deg(.).
The most advanced prerequisites we will require from algebraic geometry will be the belief in certain theorems dealing with divisor intersections on toric varieties.
Good general references are [5, 12, 13, 321 . The toric variety facts we will need are covered in the next section so we now state the main intersection theoretic result we'll use. Precise conditions for equality in the above inequality are subtle and difficult to find in the literature. However, we conjecture that equality always holds in the cases where we will apply this theorem. This has already been verified in a particular case, giving a refinement of BCzout's Theorem over C [44] . Extensions of this result appear in [59] .
Toric varieties
We will assume the reader to be familiar with fans and the construction of toric varieties from fans and polytopes. Excellent references are [5, 13, 15, 24, 32, 49] .
Let T := (K*)", which is sometimes called the algebraic torus.
Definition 9. Let P c R" be an n-dimensional rational polytope. We will associate to P its (inner) normal jbn Fan(P) as follows: The rays of this fan are generated by the inner facet normals of P, and, letting w range throughout [w", associate to each (not necessarily proper) face P" of P the cone cr, generated by the rays corresponding to the facets containing Pw. Each 6, is also called a (inner) normal cone of P.
It is usei% to think of the duals of the cones of Fan (P) as "angle" cones. In fact, it easy to show that for any w there is a small ball B c [w", centered at the origin, such that B n CJ," = B fl (P -v), for some v E RelIntP".
We will be working with the following class of toric varieties.
Definition 10. Following the notation of Definition 9, we will let & be the toric variety over K corresponding to the normal fan of P. We call rp the toric compact$cation of T corresponding to P.
It follows that Yp is n-dimensional, rational, projective, normal, integral, separated, and complete [ 131. The toric variety Yp also has a naturally embedded copy of T (cf.
Theorem 2). For certain P the toric variety Yp is also nonsingular but we will not need this fact. We will also say that any point of Yp\(K*)" is at infinity and sometimes refer to $\(K*)" as toric irzfinity.
Remark 7.
Since our polynomial systems will have a priori specified supports, F will usually have far fewer extraneous roots in an appropriately chosen & than in Q.
Hence toric compactifications are the spaces where we will actually be counting roots of polynomial systems.
Toward this end, it will be useful to recall the correspondence between the topology of ,Yp and the face structure of P. However, we will need a little more notation before stating this correspondence as a theorem.
Definition 11. Given any w E iw", we will use the following notation: Note that L, is a face of the cone Q," so x, is indeed well-defined. Also, recalling that a closed point in an affine toric variety can be identified with a semigroup homomorphism [13, Chap. 1.31, it is clear that any point x E O,V is completely determined by w and the (nonzero) values of x(.) on any Z-module basis of L, n 77". Note that our characterization of x, is a slight variation of that of [13] but is easily seen to be equivalent. In particular, our xw is the same as Fulton's x, when 0 = cr,.
Example 2 (Certain cornered polytopes).
Suppose P is an n-dimensional rational polytope with a vertex u such that the edges emanating from v generate the nonnegative orthant as a cone. Suppose further that the coordinates of w are all nonnegative Then 0, E O,, where J = Supp(w)'. In particular, we see that dim P" = dim 0," = 12 -]Supp(w)] and dime, = (Supp(w)]. Note that here X~ is the O-1 vector with support Supp(w)c. Furthermore, U~iV,,,i) E' K" so we can thus conclude that K" embeds naturally within such a cYp. This example will be especially important in our approach to affine root counting. In particular, there is an order-preserving correspondence between the faces (resp. face interiors) of P and the orbit closures (resp. orbits) of &. Also, there is an orderreversing correspondence between the affine charts of YP and the faces of P. The above result is also contained in [ 15,231 but in the setting where ,YP is defined via an explicit projective embedding.
Since toric compactifications will be the spaces in which we analyze the roots of F, it will be useful to embed the support of F within an n-tuple of nonempty integral polytopes 9 : = (PI,. . . , P,,) and define P as a function of 9. We can then consider the roots of F within YP as follows: Each (nonzero) polynomial fi: defines a Weil divisor Div (J) in Yp [13, Chap. 3.31. The closure (in &) of the zero scheme of f; in (K')" is a summand of Div(J) and is the portion of Div(JI:) we are actually interested in. To isolate this portion of Div(h) we will add another specially defined divisor (depending on P and Pi) to Div(A). This will cancel out the negative part of Div(J) but sometimes introduce extraneous components. In any case, the zero scheme of F in (K*)" is thus embedded in an intersection of effective divisors in YP. In Section 6.2 we will show how to eliminate some of these extra components, modify P so that FP has a naturally embedded copy of K"\ Hyper(Z), and thus derive our method for affine root counting. The construction of our divisors is detailed in Section 5.
Niceness and genericity
Here we briefly recount some earlier results on W-counting and some related concepts. Some of the material below is covered at greater length in [36] (for the case I = [n]) and [41] (for the case I = 0 and E cornered). The paper [48] is also a useful reference but deals more with the sparse resultant that with root counting. The results below form the basis for our combinatorial conditions for when a "partially" generic polynomial system has generically many isolated roots in a given union of orbits. easily upon partitioning K"\ Hyper(l) into orbits. In particular, it will be useful to refine W-niceness slightly as follows.
Definition 14.
Suppose E is an n-tuple of finite subsets of (N U (0))". We then call E null for W +===-+ a generic polynomial system with support contained in E has no roots in W.
. , E, n Lin(J)). We may now quote the following useful result. The characterization of W-niceness for W an arbitrary union of orbits is then completely analogous.
The importance of roots at toric infinity
Here we point out two, more or less folkloric results on toric divisors. Combined with the Antipodality Theorem [39] , these two results considerably simplify the proof of our toric compactification version (Theorem 3 in the next subsection) of the BKK bound [I] .
First we give the following definition to help us find the right Fp, and the right divisor to add to Div(A)), for our root counting theory to go through.
Definition 15. Let Q c R" be an integral polytope. We will say that a fan 9 is compatible with Q iff every normal cone of Q is a union of cones of F. We will also say that a rational polytope P c IR" is compatible with Q iff Fan(P) is compatible with Q. Also, following the notation of Definition 11, we define the integer yw(Q) := -minr:Ep{U.P,V} for any w E On\(O).
Example 4.
It is easily shown that C P; is always compatible with PI,. , P,. Compatibility was applied earlier in [ 13,251 and the terminology "sufficiently fine decomposition" was used in the first reference.
Next we describe precisely which divisors we will be intersecting. Definition 17. Suppose F = (J; , . . . , fk ) is a k x n polynomial system over K with support contained in a k-tuple of nonempty integral polytopes .9 = (PI,. . . , Pk). Then P c R" is compatible with 9 ++ P is compatible with PI,. . , Pk. Furthermore, when this is the case, we define L&(F,Y) to be the intersection product nF=, G&(.f;,P,) E Chow(.YP).
It is easy to see that even as schemes (K*)" n Z(F) = (K*)" n G&(F,P) when dim P = n. Also note that P,+JQ) is precisely the closure (K*)" f'Z(f) in .FP if Newt(,f) = Q and dim p = n. By our last observation, we could just set Pi := Should one be so inclined, the intersection multiplicity of a component of S$(F,.V)
can be computed by restricting to an appropriate chart U,,. and this lemma gives one an explicit coordinate ring to work in.
The following is a more computational version of the above lemma and is easily proved by localization. (canonically defined by F,9, and P) at a piece of toric infinity. This generalizes the classical construction of how the terms of highest total degree depict the closure of the zero scheme of F at the hyperplane at projective infinity.
Corollary 2. Following the not&ion of Lemma 3, the underlying topological spuces of O,,. n 9p(F,Y) und
Our toric variety 57 also gives us an interesting way to detect excess components in the zero set of F in (K*)n.
Antipodality Theorem (Rojas [39] Furthermore, r must touch at least two topologically sepurated cells.
Remark 8. The cells described above are in fact stereographic images of the facets of the dual (or polar) of P.
A toric variety version of Bernshtein's theorem
Before stating our generalization of Bernshtein's theorem, we point out a very useful immediate corollary of the Antipodality Theorem and Corollay 2. 
Lemma 4 (Fulton [13, Section 5.41). Following the notation of Dejnitions 16 und 17, the cycle class degree of &r(P,) I-.. . n 8"p(P,) E Chow(Yp) is precisely M(E). Furthermore, for ull i, the line bundle C?(@( j,:,P;)) is generated by its sections.
Putting all our machinery together, we can derive the following toric variety version of the BKK bound.
Theorem 3. Suppose F is an n x n polynomial system over K with support contuined in an n-tuple 9 of nonempty integrul polytopes in R". Further suppose that P c [w" is an n-dimensioncrl rational polytope compatible with 9. Then the zero scheme oj'F in (K*)" embeds naturally as u subscheme of the toric cycle ,9p(F,g) and

Jf'G&(F, 9) is zero-dimensionul or empty then %(F, 9) consists af'exactlq, . g(9)
points, counting multiplicities. (ii) Construct a generic polynomial system G with n-tuple of Newton polytopes ./P and distinguished root z E (K* )" such that F(z) # 0.
Jf'$(F,Y) is positive-dimensional and . g'(Y) = 0 then CCr(F,.Y) bus no zero
(iii) Construct a rational algebraic curve L c & x $k with parameterization 7: LFDA.
H L such that T(O) = y and i( 1) = z. (iv-) For all i E [n], define h;(x, t) E K[t,xF',
. . ,x,f' ] to be the polynomial obtained by clearing denominators from the reduced form of the rational function f;(x)g,( t(t)) ~
~~(x),fl(l(t)). Show that h;(x,O) (resp. h;(x, 1)) is a nonzero scalar multiple of ./i(x) (resp. Y,(X)). (v) Let H(x,t) := (hl(x,t),...,h,(x,t)) and consider the subscheme Z := ((K")" x K) flZ(H) of 7~ x 9;. Show that pp(F,Y) G (.Yjj x {O})nZ.
(vi) Show that the natural (n + I )st coordinate projection defined on (K" )" x K extends to a proper morphism rr : $ii x iPk -Pk with X(L) = pk. Assuming the above steps, (3) then follows immediately since y E L, L C 09, and thus y E SuPP(g n (%J x {O})), i.e., the zero-dimensional part of 9p(F,P) consists of strictly fewer than J?(Y) points, counting multiplicities.
To complete our proof, we now proceed to prove each individual step.
(i) Easy, by the Antipodality Theorem.
(ii) By generic we will specifically mean that fi, . . , fn are all nonzero at all roots of G in ( ,i(,-,  ) ),...,y(n,(;n))) + higher-order terms in t)
where bi E Z and rr,. : 5X" + L,,, is the natural projection defined by the basis $/.
In particular, note that t-h8f;(I(t))l,=o = 0 (by Corollary 2 and the definition of I) and ~-"~gi(l(t))l,,o # 0 (by Corollary 2 and the definition of G). Thus hi(x,t) = t-hl~(t)(f;(X)gi(l(t)) -gi(x).f;(l(t))), for some x(t) E K(t) satisfying ordr(K) = 0. So we are done. 0) ) n U cw~.lj is principal and generated by t.
Since h; E .f; (mod t), we thus see that the defining ideal of Z n (rYp x (0)) n Uf,cj.Ij is generated by t and xhl f,, . . ,xh"fn. Thus it suffices to compute cp([) for any to. In particular, by construction, we already know that this number is precisely ./f(9) when to = 1. 0
The above theorem is quite useful for root counting in (K* )" but still has the nagging problem that it does not give the exact number of roots when the intersections are ill-behaved -more precisely, when Qp(F,.f) intersects toric infinity. However, our theorem (when combined with Corollary 2) at least provides us with a computational method for knowing exactly when this happens. (Indeed, Main Theorem 2 is based on this very fact!) Also, when 9p(F,9) is zero-dimensional, the precise number of roots, counting multiplicities, can still be obtained as follows.
Corollary 4. Followimg the notution qf Thc~orem 3, supposr .further thut Ll/lp(F,.Y) is zero-dimensional or empty. Let .B := C p(c) whrw the sum runges over ull J.M. RojmIJournal of Pure mu' Applied Aigrbnr 136 (1999) 67-100 components [ of 9p(F,Y)\(K*)n. Then the number oj'roots of F in (K*)" is precisely J@(P) -Y, counting multiplicities.
This approach to exact (as opposed to generic) root counting is pursued further in [38] [39] [40] 591 , and refined to real root counting in [58] . Subtracting off a root count at infinity from another quantity overestimating the number of roots in a region was also independently suggested in [30] (in the special case of multihomogeneous systems), [5 1, pp. 180-l 85, 2 15-2 161 (not counting some intersection multiplicities)
and [57] .
Intuitively, it is a weaker condition to require 9$(F,9') to be zero-dimensional than to require all the roots of F to be isolated and lie in (K*)". This statement is made more precise in the next section and in Section 6.3 we will give a combinatorial characterization of the stronger hypothesis. Another natural question which still remains is how to extend our analysis to other spaces -for example, K". We do this in the next section. Then, the use of Puiseux series in their proof is replaced by some algebraic curve theory a la the proof of (viii). The resulting polyhedral proof requires no more machinery than that already used in the proof of part (3). However, for the sake of brevity we will omit this alternative proof.
Proofs of our five main results
We now expand our applications of toric compacta to root counting in affine space. We will begin by proving the Affine Point Theorem II and then proceed to prove Main Theorem 1, Corollary 1, and Main Theorems 3 and 2.
I. Aflne embeddings
Contrary to what one might expect, a toric compactification $ does not always contain a naturally embedded copy of K". This technicality forces us to require P to satisfy an additional hypothesis before we apply 9~ to root counting in K". The following definition is the first of our two main tricks for applying toric intersection theory to affince root counting.
Definition 18. We say a rational polytope P c R" is cornered iff Fan(P) contains the nonnegative orthant as one of its cones. More generally, for any I &[n] , P is I-cornered iff (T/ is one of the cones of Fan(P) (following the notation of Defintion 3).
Note that cornering is different for polytopes and k-tuples of point sets: for polytopes. 6%conmering is easily seen to be equivalent to a translate of P being identical to the nonnegative orthant in a neighborhood of 0. For a k-tuple (Cl,. . . , C'k ), cornering refers to the position of each C; within the nonnegative orthant ~8.
Our last definition is well-motivated for the following reason. We now show how to construct a special I-cornered PL from any given k-tuple of polytopes in R". Output: A n-dimensional rationul polytope PL C [w", and points al,. . , al, E P, such that PL is n-dimensional, I-cornered and compatible with a u 9.
Description: 1. For all i E [k] and j E [n]
. de$ne mij := min{e, I(PI,. . . , e,) E Pi) und mi := (mjl,. ,m,,). From the last step of our construction it is easily verified that PL is I-cornered.
For each i E [k] let ai E P, n Z' n (mi +
Also, since Q is already n-dimensional and compatible with a U 8, it is clear that our choice of (~1 , . A:,,) keeps PL n-dimensional and compatible with a U 9. Thus intersecting a translate of rr/" with Q in step (5) As one may have already guessed, PL is especially useful for root counting in K"\ Hyper(Z) and the points at , . . . , ak will also be quite important. As a warm-up, the following lemma is easily verified from Theorem 2, Definition 16, and Proposition 19. We emphasize that K"\ Hyper(Z) is not always naturally embedded in &, hence our need for PL. Thus, under certain assumptions, the above lemma allows us to embed an affine hypersurface into a toric divisor. In fact, we can do even better: we are now in a position to apply our framework to proving the Affine Point Theorem II.
Lemma 5. Following the notation of Dejnition
Proof of the Afine Point Theorem II.
Focusing on the first part of the theorem, the case &(a U E) = 0 is easiest to prove so we dispose of it first: by the Affine Point Theorem I [41], we obtain that a polynomial system with support contained in E can have no isolated roots in K"\ Hyper(Z). since E is K"\ Hyper(l))-nice by assumption, we are done.
So let us now assume that ~%'(a U E) > 0. Set 9 := (Conv(E,),. . . , (Conv(E,) ) and, applying Algorithm 1, define 9 := 9?pL(F,a U 9). We will need the following So, pushing forward by cp, we are done. G Of course, the assumption that E be cornered is quite restrictive. We relax this assumption in the following section by refining Lemma 5, and then Main Theorem 1 follows easily by explicitly expanding a different intersection product in the Chow ring of .y,:.
Chow rings and Muin Theorrm I
Our second and final trick for applying special .&'s to affine root counting is a bit more abstract. Whereas our first trick ("cornering") consisted of a convex geometric construction, the construction we give now amends a difficulty with the divisors G$(,f; Q) we used earlier. In particular, for noncornered (PI.. . , P,), it is possible that 'We should remark that the left-hand intersection is set-theoretic, and nor a Chow product. In particular, for any j E I', xj is the closure of the hyperplane {x/Xi = 0} n (Kn\ Hyper(Z)) in fpL. Keeping this in mind, the proof of the lemma is then straightforward from Theorem 2, Proposition 19, and Lemma 5. So by "shifting" our toric divisors, we now at last have a completely general way of embedding an affine hypersurface into a toric compactification.
As an application, we will prove Main Theorem 1.
Proof of Main Theorem 1. Set 9 := (Conv(Et ), . . , Conv(E,,)). We will first prove the case W = K"\Hyper(l) and, to do so, it will clearly suffice to demonstrate the following two statements:
&eg : ~v,(_!?; K"\Hyper(Z)) = degsshis(F, 9).
A S"Ill : deg JSshift(F, 9) is precisely the double summation stated in Main Theorem 1.
Consider also the following auxiliary statement:
A gen : for fixed E and generic %?E, Sshift(F,Y) is zero-dimensional and supported entirely within K"\Hyper(Z).
To prove Adeg and A,,,, we will actually first prove (Adeg) A (A,,,) by induction on II, and then A,,, will follow easily. )(
Conv( This is where the shape of our asserted formula comes from. Note that j E Z + Xjt^in(Kn\ Hyper(Z)) = 0, thus allowing the slight simplification of the outer summation. Recall that Lemma 6 states that (K"\ Hyper(Z)) n Z(F) is naturally embedded in gshift(F, 9). Thus U$r~(E; K"\ Hyper(Z)) > degg,his(E, 9) and, by Age", we arrive at A&g. Noting that the n = 1 case of (A&g) A (Age") is true simply via the fundamental theorem of algebra over K, our induction is complete.
Finally, A,,, follows simply by taking degrees of both sides of our Chow expansion.
Note also that our embedding, along with A&g, implies that . 1 'K(_!?; K"\ Hyper(Z)) is indeed the maximal number of isolated roots. So the case W = Kn\ Hyper(Z) is proved.
The general case then follows easily from inclusion-exclusion, much like our proof of the Affine Point Theorem II. This method goes through because our asserted formula is additive with respect to disjoint unions in W, and already true for W = K"\ Hyper(Z). Then _,k'K(E; K"\Hyper(l)) = deg5?',hift(F, 9). Furthermore, $ both .,1 K(E; K"\Hyper(Z)) and dim gn,hlrt(F, 9)) are positive, then %shift(F, 9) has strictly less thun C,lK(E; Kn\Hyper(f )) zero-dimensional components, counting multiplicities. Proof of Corollary 1. Although Huber and Sturmfels did not explicitly mention intersection multiplicities in [20] , an examination of their proof of the stable mixed volume formula shows that multiplicities were at least included implicitly. In particular, we may safely assume that the first portion of Corollary 1 is true for K = @. The remaining portion (for K = @) is already implicit in Huber and Sturmfels' proof' of the stable mixed volume formula, so we may safely assume that all of Corollary 1 is true for K = @.
Generalizing to arbitrary algebraically closed K is then almost trivial: the right-hand sides (of both asserted formulae) are clearly independent of K. By Main Theorem 1 and the Affine Point Theorem II, the left-hand sides are also independent of K, provided K is algebraically closed. Since both formulae are already true for K = C, we are done.
3
Similar to Remark 10, a more elementary (but longer) proof of Corollary 1 can be derived by generalizing Huber and Sturmfels' proof of their stable mixed formula.
Sparse reszdtants, roots ut ir$nitl,, and Main Theortms 2 and 3
We conclude with an analysis of conditions under which our (global) generic root counts are exact. The conditions we give can be split into two types: algebraic and combinatorial.
In the combinatorial case our conditions are always both sufficient and necessary, while in the algebraic case our criteria are always sufficient but fail to be necessary for certain systems which generically have no roots. However, we fully classify the cases where our algebraic criteria are necessary. These results will rely on the following technical result relating our shifted toric divisors with toric infinity. We are now ready to prove Main Theorem 3.
Proof of Main Theorem 3.
We will first dispose of case (1) which is the easiest.
Recall that K"\Hyper(Z) = J& , I 0~ and that a finite conjunction of generic conditions is again a generic conditon. S%ce E is null for K"\Hyper(Z) (and thus for every 0~ with J > Z) it suffices to show that our condition from case (1) is equivalent to D n Lin(J) OJ-counting En Lin(J) for all J > Z. This, in essence, is the statement of Lemma 3 of [36] . So case (1) is complete.
As for case (2) , note that EW depends only on the face S". So by Corollary 2, the same is true of 0, n 9~~1. Then by Lemma 7, the definition of W-counting, and since any finite conjunction of generic conditions is again a generic condition, we need only prove the case where E is cot-nerd and then descend by induction just as in three of our last four proofs. For Z = 0, the cornered case is just case (2) of Theorem 7 of We now recall the sparse resultant (also known as the (&l,. . . , &k)-resultant, mixed resultant, Newton resultant, or toric resultant), which is an extremely important operator on overdetermined polynomial systems. It is defined for any k x n indeterminate polynomial system F with support E, provided that all the E, can be translated into a common (k -I)-dimensional subspace of iw". Since we can always identify such a subspace with a rational hyperplane in [Wk, we will consider only the case of n x (n-1) systems and monomial transformations (involving an extra variable) of such systems.
More explicitly, suppose E is an n-tuple of nonempty finite subsets of L" which can be translated into a common (n-I)-plane in [w". Then the sparse resultant, with respect to E, will be a (homogeneous) polynomial ResE(.) in the coefficients %E satisfying the following property: if % E KiEl and FIch,EZX has a root in (K*)", then ResE(%) = 0.
For fixed E, the polynomial ResE(.) can then be &fined (up to a nonzero scalar multiple) as the unique polynomial in t(;~ of least total degree satisfying this last
property. The computation of Res&.) is a deep subject and we refer the reader to [3, 8, 14, 15, 34, 47, 48, 50] for further background on sparse resultants.
For convenience, we will use ResE(F) in place of ResE(V) whenever the coefficients of F have been specialized to some G? E K IEi We also point out the following important fact: ResE(F) = 0 does not necessarily imply that F has a root in (K*)". The correct statement, at least for initial term systems, is the following. 
